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Note: Attempt all questions from part A and one question from part B and C each. 

 

PART A - (10 X 2 = 20 Marks) 

 

. 1. Discuss the human factors in a small scale industry. 

  2. Briefly outline the ergonomics standards. 

  3. List the human factors application is used in industry.  

  4. List the factors responsible for the heart rate variations of human body. 

  5. Discuss the steps in which a workplace is designed.   

  6. What is manual material handling? 

  7. Define the physical space and arrangement.      

  8. What are the principles of arrangement of component? 

  9. Briefly outline the muscle mechanism. 

 10. Discuss the rate of energy expenditure. 

                                        

 

       PART B - ( 20 Marks) 

 

  Note: Attempt any one question. 

 

1. Define the effect of environmental conditions and work design on energy expenditure.           (10) 

 
2. What are the source of energy for the mechanical working of a muscle, with special emphasis on the   

       role of glucose, fat and oxygen.   
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 PART C - (20 Marks) 

Note: Attempt any one question. 

 

1. Discuss the role of ergonomic standards and human factors for the following case study. 

Suppose there is a bank which opens on 9 am every day (except Sunday) and closes at sharp 5 pm. There are 

total 25 employees working in this bank. Out of these, 15 (class B) are only for only registering customer’s 

data (both exchange) in a computer which is connected online through CBS technology. 5 (class B2) 

employees are receiving calls from customers and providing them updates, bank plans and also redressing 

the customer’s grievances. Rests three are helpers (class C) and one is AGM while other is General Manager 

(class A).Initially when all have to do their duty/work assigned for 8 hours with 30 minutes lunch break from 

1:30 to 2 pm. 

 What type of problems will be suffered by all employees? 

 

2. Discuss the role of human factors data for interface design and general location of controls and display. 

 

 

                                                                                                                              

 


